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Exercise 1  

Choose the correct answer 

1) ______ computers have been stolen.      A) Tonys’       b) Tony`s  

2) When the teacher had called out the _____  names, they all stepped forward.   

A) girls`s     b) girl`s    c) girls` 

3) We had to study Charles _______ early novels at school.     A) Dicken's      b) 

Dickens’ 

4) I went to the  _______  to buy a paper.    A) newsagents        b) newsagents’s        

c) newsagent's 
5) There were _______ nests in the trees.      A) hundreds of bird's      b) hundreds 

of birds’   
6) They're my ______  favorite sweets.    A) mother’s-in-law                          b) 

mother-in-law's 

7) I took the books to _______ house yesterday.        A) Lewis'       b) Lewis’s 

8)  If there had been anyone ______  paintings I wouldn't have gone to the 

exhibition.  A) else's      b)  else 

9) She was a friend of my______ .       a) mothers’             b) mother 

10) The  ______ are moving towards a total ban on smoking.    A) worlds airline's       

b) world’s  airlines 
11) The ______ letters page in the newspaper is full of complaints about the 

article.   A) readers    b) readers’   

12) At the supermarket, I found I'd brought ___________   a) the shopping list of 

last week   b) last week's shopping list. 

13) That isn't much use, it's the   _____ a) calendar of last year     b) last year's 

calendar. 

14)  I was shocked by _________   a)  the opinion of Alice    b) Alice's opinion. 

15)  _________ took only 10 minutes.  a) The evacuation of the building   b) The 

building's evacuation   

 

 

Exercise 3 

Define if the sentences are correct or incorrect 

1. Steve has two brothers. Mother said Steve is not allowed to take his brothers  toys 

without asking.   A) correct          b) incorrect 

2. The womens’ national football team won a great victory on Saturday.   A) correct          

b) incorrect 



3. The zoo keeper did his round and put food in all the animals’ cages.    A) correct          

b) incorrect 

4. The first day of the summer holidays is the school children`s favorite day of the 

year. A) correct          b) incorrect 

5. Hannah has lots of friends. Two of them have their birthday on the same day. 

Hannah is buying a dress for her friends joint birthday party.  A) correct          b) 

incorrect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 4 

Put the words into the correct order 

1. These are our friends' cats. 

2.  Let's meet at Giovanni's for lunch. 

3. Where is the ladies' shower? 

4. Our grandparents live in an old people's home. 

5. That sandwich would not be to everyone's taste. 

 
 


